1. Write in roomaji.
   (a) You meet someone for the first time. What would you say?
   ____ Hajimemashite. (Doozo yoroshiku) ____.

   (b) You just woke up and see a family member. What would you say?
   ____ Ohayoo ____.

   (c) You bumped into someone while walking on the street. What would you say?
   ____ Sumimasen ____.

   (d) You are holding the door open for someone. What would you say?
   ____ Doozo ____.

   (e) Someone just held the door open for you. What would you say?
   ____ Doomo (arigatoo) ____.

   (f) You are about to go to bed. What would you say?
   ____ Oyasumi-nasai ____.

2. The following are answers to questions. Write the questions in roomaji.
   (a) Aoyama Kaori → ____ O-namae-wa? ____________
   (b) 17 years old → ____ Nan-sai desu-ka? / O-ikutsu desu-ka?
   (c) Tokyo High School → ____ Gakkoo-wa doko desu-ka?
   (d) No, I don't like fish very much. → ____ Sakana-ga suki desu-ka?
   (e) No, I can't play tennis at all. → ____ Tenisu-ga dekimasu-ka?
   (f) I like Jazz the best. → ____ Ongaku-wa nani-ga ichiban suki desu-ka?

3. What did the students say in their self-introductions? Fill in the blanks in English.
   Patterson: I ____ like ____ Italian (language), sushi and volleyball.
   Keith: I ____ can ____ play piano ____ a little ____.
   Bathsheba: I ____ don't like ____ math ____ at all ____.
   Susan: I ____ like ____ my car ____ very much ____. 
4. Underline the *katakana*.

\[
\underline{ケいか力け} \quad \underline{こエコガキ} \quad \underline{グげあゴご}
\]

\[
\underline{アウうえイ} \quad \underline{くおぎきオ} \quad \underline{ウいきカア}
\]

5. Write the readings of the following *katakana* words in *roomaji*.

\[
\text{カウ アイ} \quad 
\text{キーウイ} \quad 
\text{ケーキ} \quad 
\text{ココア}
\]

\[
( \text{kauai} ) \quad ( \text{kiuui} ) \quad ( \text{keki} ) \quad ( \text{koka} )
\]

\[
\text{ゲコゲコ} \quad 
\text{ガーガー} \quad 
\text{グーグー}
\]

\[
( \text{gekageko} ) \quad ( \text{gaagaa} ) \quad ( \text{guuguuu} )
\]